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Abstract The role of solar wind and illumination in production of small-scale F region plasma
irregularities is investigated using a 4 year data set collected by the Super Dual Auroral Radar Network
(SuperDARN) facility at the McMurdo station, Antarctica (MCM). Statistical analysis of ionospheric echoes
detected by MCM shows that radar backscatter from the polar F region occurs in wide and persistent bands
in range that exhibit systematic changes with local time, season, and solar cycle. It is demonstrated that
all variations considered together form a distinct pattern. A comparison with the F region model densities
and ray tracing simulations shows that this pattern is largely controlled by the F region solar-produced
ionization during the day. During the night, however, MCM observations reveal a signiﬁcant additional
source of plasma density in the polar cap as compared with the model. An example of conjugate radar
observations is presented that supports the idea of polar patches being an additional source of ionization
on the nightside. Echo occurrence exhibits a clear peak near the solar terminator, which suggests that
small-scale irregularities form in turbulent cascade from large scales. Further, echo occurrence is enhanced
for particular interplanetary magnetic ﬁeld (IMF) orientations during the night. Observations indicate that
solar illumination control of irregularity production is strong and not restricted to the nightside. Indirect
solar wind control is also exerted by the IMF-dependent convection pattern, since the gradient-drift
instability favors certain orientations between the plasma density gradients and convection velocity.

1. Introduction
Plasma density waves or irregularities are commonly observed in both the E and F regions of the ionosphere
and scales ranging from a few centimeters to several kilometers. Several methods have been used to study
ionospheric structures, including in situ rocket and satellite measurements, as well as remote sensing using
radio and optical techniques [Fejer and Kelley, 1980]. In this study, we focus on small-scale irregularities (∼10 m)
in the F region that are thought to be primarily due to the gradient-drift instability (GDI) [Tsunoda, 1988].
Production of these irregularities is reasonably well understood on a microphysical level, with GDI promoting
irregularity growth for certain orientations of the density gradient vector relative to the convection electric
ﬁeld [Keskinen and Ossakow, 1982, 1983; Makarevich, 2014]. The role of global factors, on the other hand, such
as geomagnetic activity or solar wind conditions, is much less investigated. In particular, the extent of the solar
control is largely unknown, both in terms of its direct eﬀects due to varying ionization and indirect eﬀects due
to varying interplanetary magnetic ﬁeld (IMF), as explained below. This is particularly important to processes
occurring in the polar cap where some of the strongest variations in solar illumination conditions occur and
where geomagnetic ﬁeld lines are directly connected to the IMF.
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One fundamental question under investigation is whether solar illumination suppresses or enhances irregularity production. In the auroral zone, evidence has been presented that solar illumination reduces the
rate at which irregularities are observed by coherent radars in the Super Dual Auroral Radar Network
(SuperDARN) [Ruohoniemi and Greenwald, 1997; Koustov et al., 2004]. This is thought to be due to the background electron density increasing and smoothing the density gradients required to drive GDI [Ruohoniemi
and Greenwald, 1997; Koustov et al., 2004]. Preliminary studies in the polar ionosphere, however, indicated that
echo occurrence is reduced during nighttime [Bristow et al., 2011], implying that either daytime echo occurrence is enhanced or nighttime occurrence is suppressed. This needs to be further investigated to determine
why and how irregularity production in the polar region may diﬀer from that in the auroral region.
SOLAR CONTROL OF POLAR IRREGULARITIES
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Observations of decameter-scale irregularities with SuperDARN have an advantage of signiﬁcant data sets
accumulated under a wide variety of observational conditions. SuperDARN uses radio refraction in the
High-Frequency (HF) band to observe F region echoes or backscatter from decameter-scale irregularities
when the radar beam achieves orthogonality with the local magnetic ﬁeld (orthogonality condition). Because
of the importance of propagation conditions for HF radar observations, echo occurrence rates are taken as a
lower limit of the irregularity occurrence rates [Chisham et al., 2007].
Several recent SuperDARN studies have found clear seasonal and diurnal trends in the F region echo occurrence that formed a distinct pattern which appeared to be qualitatively similar to that of the solar zenith angle
(SZA) variations [Kane et al., 2012; Ghezelbash et al., 2014a, 2014b]. However, it has been challenging to determine how occurrence explicitly depends on SZA for all seasonal and time sectors. The nighttime occurrence,
taken separately, was demonstrated to be closely related to SZA-controlled F region density variations [Kane
et al., 2012], but no similarly clear relationship has been demonstrated for data sets including daytime points.
One possible reason is the competing eﬀects of the electric ﬁeld, particularly in the noon sector near the cusp
region [Ghezelbash et al., 2014b].
One diﬃculty is the need to consider propagation eﬀects of plasma density. These arise because of F region
density controlling the amount of refraction and either underrefraction or overrefraction reducing echo occurrence when the orthogonality condition is not met [Milan et al., 1997; Danskin et al., 2002]. This is also related
to how echo occurrence is generally considered a lower limit on irregularity occurrence, as described above.
There is some ambiguity about whether changing irregularity production or detection by the radar is most
responsible for any observed trend.
The production/detection ambiguity issue can be addressed by considering how both occurrence and
distance from the radar (slant range) change in responses to various factors [Kane et al., 2012; Ghezelbash et al.,
2014b]. This is because range variations are expected to be almost entirely due to propagation eﬀects, and the
diﬀerences in responses are therefore mostly likely due to changing production. In order to claim production
as the dominant source of occurrence variability, occurrence analysis must explicitly consider echo location.
In the current study, this approach is employed to develop a comprehensive model of occurrence location,
quantify echo location trends, and explicitly consider these trends when developing occurrence estimates.
This is in contrast with previous studies that considered echoes detected in the entire (or ﬁxed part) of the
radar’s ﬁeld of view (FoV) [e.g., Kumar et al., 2011; Kane et al., 2012].
In addition to direct eﬀects of solar illumination, there is also interest in the indirect ways in which the Sun
may control irregularity production in the ionosphere. It has been shown that negative IMF Bz generally leads
to higher echo occurrence in the auroral F region [Ballatore et al., 2001]. Even stronger IMF control has been
demonstrated for the auroral E region irregularities [Makarevich et al., 2012]. Some dependence on substorm
activity (and hence indirectly on IMF) is also expected and has been observed [Wild and Grocott, 2008]. One
way in which the IMF and echo occurrence variations may be related is through the IMF-controlled convection pattern [Ruohoniemi and Greenwald, 1996; Pettigrew et al., 2010]. Convection changes lead to diﬀerent
orientations between convection velocity and density gradient vectors, which may, in turn, change GDI contribution to structuring processes [Makarevich, 2014]. The feasibility of this scenario is largely unknown, and
the extent of IMF control of polar cap echo occurrence is yet to be evaluated.
The overall aim of this study is to evaluate the extent of solar control on the production of F region density
irregularities in the polar cap ionosphere. Speciﬁcally, the objectives are to (1) quantify variations in F region
backscatter location for diﬀerent time sectors, seasons, and solar cycle phases, (2) analyze direct eﬀects of solar
illumination in irregularity production utilizing a comprehensive model of echo location, and (3) establish the
relationship between echo occurrence and IMF in the polar cap F region.

2. Experiment Conﬁguration and Data Processing
The primary instrument used in this study is the SuperDARN McMurdo radar located at McMurdo Station,
Antarctica (77.88∘ S, 166.73∘ E, geographic) [Bristow et al., 2011, Figure 1]. Using a standard SuperDARN
three-letter radar code, this radar is referred to as McMurdo, Antarctica (MCM). SuperDARN is an array of coherent HF radars used to study processes in the Earth’s ionosphere and magnetosphere. Radars are located at
middle and high latitudes in both the Northern and Southern Hemispheres. Radars measure a 17 lag autocorrelation function (ACF) from which estimates of the Doppler velocity, power, and spectral width of ionospheric
LAMARCHE AND MAKAREVICH
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echoes in 75–100 range bins for each of the 16–24 radar beams are obtained. Each radar beam spans ∼3.25∘
horizontally and ∼30∘ vertically, with the entire FoV of ∼52∘ –78∘ in azimuth. Range bins typically start at
180 km and have a length of 15 km or 45 km and a radar scans through all beams in 60 s or 120 s depending
on the mode of operation. Other details on operations and technical characteristics of SuperDARN radars are
given by Chisham et al. [2007].
The magnetic latitude of MCM is 80.0∘ S, based on altitude-adjusted corrected geomagnetic coordinate system with 2010 coeﬃcients (see recent paper by Shepherd [2014]). The MCM FoV covers the southern polar cap,
and beam 14 of MCM is most conjugate with beam 4 of the SuperDARN Rankin Inlet (RKN) radar that overlooks the northern polar cap. The current study focuses on MCM observations, but in order to facilitate future
comparisons with conjugate observations, the data from beam 14 of MCM are considered. MCM has been in
routine operations since February 2010, and the current study has considered the data from the ﬁrst 4 years
of operations 2010–2013.
Standard SuperDARN criteria were used to eliminate ground scatter (|V − ΔV| < 30 m/s and |W − ΔW| <
35 m/s), where V is the Doppler velocity, W is the spectral width, and ΔV and ΔW represent uncertainties in
these quantities. In addition, measurements with signal-to-noise ratio < 3 dB or W > 500 m/s were eliminated
to reduce contribution from interference and other spurious echoes. In addition to standard operation modes,
each SuperDARN radar has a set time periods where the radar is run in special modes. In order to have as
continuous of a data set as possible for the statistical analysis, data were used both from the standard modes
and from special modes when possible. Modes where the beam 14 was oversampled (beam camping modes)
or not sampled at all were not used.
In this study, we also employed the IMF measurements taken from the high-resolution OMNI database using
spacecraft-speciﬁc data set for the Wind satellite. This was the OMNI data set that had the largest number
of valid measurements throughout the period of interest 2010–2013. All IMF data in the OMNI database are
time shifted from the spacecraft location to Earth’s bow shock nose (BSN). The data were further shifted by
9–12 min to account for propagation from the BSN to the high-latitude ionosphere using a method described
by Khan and Cowley [1999] that was also employed by Makarevich et al. [2012]. The IMF By and Bz components
were averaged over 10 min intervals. Any periods with IMF information missing were excluded from the analysis. In addition, the Polar Cap South (PCS) index data derived from magnetometer measurements at Vostok
Antarctic station have been used [Troshichev et al., 1988]. The PC index is a standard index used to quantify
responses of various polar cap phenomena to geomagnetic disturbances [e.g., Fiori et al., 2009].
The model electron densities were also used in the current study. The electron densities were found from the
International Reference Ionosphere (IRI) 2012 model [Bilitza et al., 2014]. The IRI model is an empirical model
of the ionosphere based on time of day, date, geographic location, altitude, and solar conditions, with the
E region and F region peak electron densities (Nm E and Nm F2 ) being of particular interest for this study. The
IRI model uses the International Union of Radio Science (URSI) or Consultative Committee on International
Radio (CCIR) coeﬃcient maps of the critical frequencies to produce Nm E and Nm F2 , with both the URSI and
CCIR options implemented in the current study. In addition, IRI 2012 has three options for the bottomside
thickness parameter B0, with all three options used in the current study.

3. Observations
In order to examine diurnal, seasonal, and solar cycle trends in echo occurrence, the echo occurrence was
found for each universal time (UT) 2 min interval and for each 45 km range bin. Figures 1a–1d show monthly
average occurrence expressed in percentage for four selected months in year 2010 versus UT and slant range.
The 4 months presented were chosen to be representative of diﬀerent seasons. Figures 1e–1h on the right
similarly shows the monthly average peak F region electron density Nm F2 obtained from the IRI model using
its default option of the URSI coeﬃcient maps and the bottomside thickness B0 from Altadill et al. [2009]. For
the other ﬁve IRI options, the plasma density proﬁles were also calculated and used in ray tracing calculations,
as described below. The Nm F2 values for these other ﬁve options are not presented here. As compared with the
IRI 2012 default option, the average percent diﬀerences for the three CCIR options were 15%–22% in March,
June, and September and ∼9% in December. For the three URSI options, they were 3%–9% in March, June, and
September and ∼2% in December. Finally, the cosine white contours in both Figures 1a–1d and 1e–1h show
the approximate range position of the F region echo band for each month determined as described below.
LAMARCHE AND MAKAREVICH
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Figure 1. Monthly average plots of (a–d) echo occurrence and (e–h) peak electron density for 2010. Four months are
selected (one for each season) to show seasonal variations. In Figures 1a–1d, the pink line shows the 25% occurrence
contour that is used to deﬁne the echo band region. Black dots are the midpoints between the upper and lower portion
of this contour. A cosine function (white line) is ﬁt to these points and used to model the echo band. The dashed white
lines are the upper and lower bounds of the model band. The top right corner of each panel shows the parameters that
characterize the band for that month: A is amplitude of cosine function, B is time shift, C is range shift from 0, and BW is
the bandwidth. In Figures 1e–1h, the same echo location model is also given (white lines) along with expected echo
locations based on ray tracing simulations (solid lines). The red (grey) lines refer to three URSI (CCIR) options (see text
for details).

Figures 1a–1d show a distinct F region band of high occurrence in every month at ranges 500–1500 km.
Some E region echoes are also observed at shorter ranges 180–300 km in June at 01–06 UT and in December
at 17–24 UT. In addition, Figures 1a, 1c, and 1d show some echoes with low-occurrence rates at ranges near
2000 km. In Figures 1a and 1c, they appear at 00–12 UT and peak in occurrence near 04 UT. These observations
refer to the region just equatorward of the polar cap near the noon sector (looking through the polar cap) and
thus may represent a radar signature of the dayside cusp [Yeoman et al., 2002]. In the following analysis, we
focus on the main F region band between 500 km and 1500 km which refers to observations in the polar cap.
The F region band range position and peak occurrence within the band were changing most clearly throughout the day in March and September, i.e., diurnal variation in both parameters is observed clearly in spring
and fall months. To highlight the high echo occurrence band, a contour of 25% occurrence is plotted in each
Figures 1a–1d by the pink line. The midpoints were also found between the top and bottom parts of the pink
25% occurrence contour. These are plotted by the small black dots and referred to below as the band position
r(t), where range r is in kilometers and time t is in hours.
Both the 25% occurrence contours and the band position r(t) exhibited a clear cosine-like variation with a
24 h period in March and September 2010. Very similar variations were observed in other years and other
near-equinoctial months. Further, similar variations were also observed for many individual days. In summer months, the variation was largely ﬂat, Figure 1d, which can be also represented by a cosine variation
shifted from zero and with a small amplitude. To further characterize this diurnal variation, a cosine function of
the form
[
]
R(t) = A cos 2𝜋 (t − B) ∕24 + C
(1)
LAMARCHE AND MAKAREVICH
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was ﬁtted to the band position values r(t). Here R(t) is the ﬁtted range of the center of the band in kilometers,
and A, B, and C are ﬁt coeﬃcients with units of kilometers, hours, and kilometers, respectively. The white solid
line in Figures 1a–1h shows the resulting ﬁt R(t). The white dashed lines represent the upper and lower limits
of the band. They were calculated by ﬁrst ﬁnding the average distance 𝜎 between points in the 25% occurrence contour and the ﬁtted cosine at the same time of day. The original cosine ﬁt was then shifted up or down
by this amount as R(t) ± 𝜎 to give the upper and lower limits of the band. The bandwidth (BW) could then be
deﬁned as 2𝜎 . The ﬁt parameters and the bandwidth are given in the top right corner of Figures 1a–1d. For the
rest of this study, “echoes within the band” refer to data points that fall between the upper and lower white
dashed lines. From Figures 1a–1d, both the center position and upper/lower bounds for the band shown by
the white lines capture the band and its diurnal variation in range very well for all months. Therefore, these
estimates are used below to quantify the echo band behavior, particularly in the context of expected electron
densities.
MCM is oriented in such a way that it samples daytime (nighttime) ionosphere in roughly the ﬁrst (second)
half of the day in UT. The electron density proﬁles change signiﬁcantly between the nighttime and daytime
periods, with one important consequence being higher peak densities Nm F2 during the day. This is illustrated
in Figures 1e–1h that clearly show higher daytime Nm F2 values that reach a peak near 05 UT at farther ranges
and lower nighttime Nm F2 values that reach a minimum near 17 UT. The other important eﬀect is an increase
in the peak height hm F2 during the night (not presented here).
The F region echo band was also closer to the radar in the daytime and farther away at night. This feature is
most clear for the March and September data sets. It is much less clear in June, although one can still see a
portion of the cosine-like variation at 02–10 UT in June in the pink contour. In this month, the white contours
are mostly extrapolation outside of this interval, but they ﬁt into the overall diurnal/seasonal pattern well
(see also next analysis). In December, the band is ﬂat and diurnal variation is not evident.
In terms of diurnal variation of echo occurrence, there was a minimum in occurrence at nighttime and a maximum during daytime hours. The minimum was much deeper and more extended in June such that essentially
no echoes were observed at 12–24 UT. At this time, the expected location of echoes based on the cosine-ﬁt
model (white lines) is farther away from MCM than in any month and any UT interval within uncertainty, but
no echoes are observed either at these ranges or any other ranges. This is in contrast with March and September, where occurrence is reduced at nighttime but not to zero. Overall, Figure 1 shows that the band position is
largely controlled by the density conditions, while the echo occurrence variation is perhaps more complicated.
The ﬁnal observation about Figure 1 concerns the results of ray tracing simulations. These were conducted
for each hour of day 15 in each of the 4 months shown in Figure 1 using a version of standard ray tracing tools
based on numerical solutions of the Hamiltonian raypath equations [Haselgrove, 1963; Jones and Stephenson,
1975] that allow the consideration of arbitrary density distributions. In these simulations, IRI densities in a
2-D simulation domain aligned with beam 14 of MCM were used. That is, plasma densities employed were
varying both horizontally and vertically. The grid bins in the horizontal and vertical directions were 5 km and
1 km, respectively, which is well below the radar cell size of 45 km. Rays separated by 1∘ in elevation were
found under the assumption of ordinary mode propagation. Locations were found where the ray was nearly
perpendicular (within 1∘ ) to the local magnetic ﬁeld based on the International Geomagnetic Reference Field
12 model [Thébault et al., 2015].
The range locations where the orthogonality condition was expected in the F region are plotted in
Figures 1e–1h by six lines corresponding to six diﬀerent options of the IRI model described above. The red
(grey) lines refer to three URSI (CCIR) options. These lines are seen between the solid and bottom dashed
white lines, indicating a reasonable agreement between the expected and observed backscatter locations.
The important exception is seen, however, for nighttime periods (low-density periods). During these periods,
no orthogonality was expected based on IRI densities, but signiﬁcant (albeit reduced) amount of backscatter
was observed in March and September. This implies a signiﬁcant source of nighttime plasma density that is
unaccounted for by the IRI model. IRI is known to underestimate Nm F2 during equinoctial nighttime periods in
the northern polar cap [Themens et al., 2014], and our observations suggest that a similar underestimation also
occurs in the southern polar cap. The UT extent of the period with no expected orthogonality is reduced in the
CCIR option, which suggests a better ionospheric representation in this option. This result is also consistent
with that reported by Themens et al. [2014].
LAMARCHE AND MAKAREVICH
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Figure 2. The variations in the echo band (a) amplitude of the ﬁtted cosine function A, (b) time shift or time of day of
the peak B, (c) average position of the band or the vertical shift of the cosine function from zero C , and (d) width (BW).
Diﬀerent lines are for diﬀerent years with the legend given in Figure 2a. The ﬁt errors are given by the vertical bars.

The same analysis was performed for the entire period of interest 2010–2013, and the band characteristics are
presented in Figure 2. It shows the band (Figure 2a) position amplitude A, (Figure 2b) time shift B, (Figure 2c)
range position C , and (Figure 2d) width (BW) plotted versus month. Each year is shown as a line in a diﬀerent
color as indicated in the top right corner of Figure 2a. All four parameters peak in austral winter and decrease
in summer months. Solar cycle variation is evident in (Figure 2a) the band position amplitude and (Figure 2c)
the average band position. In general, both parameters were larger in years closer to solar minimum (year
2010) and decreased moving toward solar maximum (2013). In both cases, the variation existed primarily in
the winter months (around June). In contrast, the seasonal variation was also evident in (Figure 2b) the band
time shift and (Figure 2d) the bandwidth, but no clear solar cycle trend was present. In fact, the band time shift
was quite consistent between diﬀerent years, except for winter months. This parameter was typically around
15 h. This is when a maximum of R(t) was observed in UT, i.e., when band position was located farthest away
from the radar.
In the previous analysis, the focus was on band characteristics related to range and their variations. The next
presentation examines the diurnal/seasonal/solar cycle pattern as a whole for both band range position and
one other important characteristic, the echo occurrence within the band. For each month, the band position
r(t), the ﬁtted band position R(t), and the average occurrence between R(t) ± 𝜎 were found similar to those
presented in Figure 1. A horizontal slice of each panel of Figure 3 represents the time series for 1 month. The
band position r(t) is shown in Figures 3a–3d as a color contour plot representing the time series for all months
of the year simultaneously; diﬀerent panel rows refer to diﬀerent years. Similarly, the average echo occurrence
is shown in Figures 3e–3h. Figures 3a–3d also present the ﬁtted band position R(t) as line contours using the
same color scheme.
The white gaps appear in Figures 3a–3d during the periods with no estimates for r(t). For the ﬁtted band
position R(t), these gaps are ﬁlled except for January 2010 when no MCM data were available. Outside the
gaps, the R(t) contours match well the underlying color pattern. Inside the gaps, they represent extrapolation
of the same pattern. This information is also useful to analyze, particularly considering that the ﬁtted errors
for the months that contributed the most to the gaps were less than 20%, Figures 1b and 2.
In Figures 3a–3d, the band position r(t) is larger near the edges of the gap. The ﬁtted band position R(t) also
shows a peak near the center of the gap (winter nighttime periods). The peak values for both r(t) and R(t)
became lower between 2010 and 2013. This indicates that the high-occurrence band moved closer to the
LAMARCHE AND MAKAREVICH
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Figure 3. Contour plots of the (a–d) echo band position r(t) and (e–h) occurrence versus UT and season. Each row shows the data for a diﬀerent year as given in
the top right corner. The unﬁlled color contours in Figures 3a–3d show the ﬁtted band position R(t) using the same color scheme.

radar for years farther away from the solar minimum. The minima in r(t) and R(t) were observed during the
daytime and near equinoxes. This feature was most clear in 2010 when these minima were observed near 03
UT in March and September; these were also the two months presented in Figures 1a and 1c. The echo occurrence pattern, Figures 3e–3h, is less clear in terms of its maxima and their relationship with range minima.
Typically, one equinoctial maximum was more pronounced as in 2011–2013, with no clear preference toward
either March or September. In 2010, the two maxima are most similar (yellow contours), but the UT peak was
shifted away from that of the range minimum (by about 5 h). Overall, however, the range and occurrence
patterns appear to be inverse of each other: larger range means smaller occurrence, and vice versa.
The diurnal, seasonal, and solar cycle variations in echo occurrence observed in Figures 1–3 can be explained
by looking at the solar zenith angle (SZA) and ionospheric density conditions. SZA indicates how sunlit the
ionosphere is and the associated degree of ionization, i.e., the E region and F region electron densities, as
explained in section 1. The model Nm E and Nm F2 values have been employed for this analysis, section 2. To
keep model run times at a manageable level, here we consider 10 min cadence data including the average
echo occurrence within the band (in Figures 1–3, the 2 min data were considered).
Figures 4a and 4b present the results of this analysis for year 2010 in the form of scatterplots of band position
versus (Figure 4a) surface SZA and (Figure 4b) model Nm F2 , while Figures 4c and 4d are scatterplots of echo
occurrence versus (Figure 4c) SZA and (Figure 4d) model Nm F2 . In all four panels, the model Nm E is shown by
the color of the points, with the color bar given to the right. The points in Figures 4a and 4b show some clustering in the form of closed loops (some of them appear just as horizontal lines). This is simply a consequence
of the periodic nature of the cosine ﬁt; each loop refers to the data for 1 month. The summer months exhibit
little-to-no variation; these appear as horizontal loops-lines.
Figure 4a shows a group of blue points referring to nighttime observations (SZA > 90∘ ) that slope upward from
a band position range of ∼800 km to ∼2000 km with SZA increasing. This indicates that the band moved into
farther ranges as the radar sampled sectors farther away from sunset. The color of the points indicates that E
region electron density was typically lower at these times as well, as expected. In Figure 4b, the same trend is
seen as blue points starting at intermediate Nm F2 values of ∼ 1.5 × 105 cm−3 and low ranges near 800 km, but
LAMARCHE AND MAKAREVICH
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Figure 4. The echo band range versus the (a) solar zenith angle (SZA) and (b) model peak F2 electron density (Nm F2 ).
Each point is color coded in model E region density. (c and d) The same as Figures 4a and 4b, respectively, but for the
echo occurrence within the band.

increasing to ranges of ∼2000 km as Nm F2 decreased to low values of ∼ 0.5 × 105 cm−3 . This indicates that
both representations (using SZA or model Nm F2 ) are approximately equivalent: the band was farther from the
radar at low Nm F2 /high SZA values. At high Nm F2 /high Nm E /low SZA values, i.e., during daytime conditions,
the range did not change much. In summer months (horizontal loops mentioned above), in particular, this
variation was virtually nonexistent. Overall, Figures 4a and 4b show a clearly deﬁned pattern of a decreasing
band position with t moving away from sunset and SZA increasing from 90∘ , Nm F2 decreasing, and Nm E also
decreasing.
The echo occurrence within the band shows a diﬀerent pattern, Figures 4c and 4d. Occurrence increases
toward SZA ≈90∘ during daytime but then starts to decrease away from this value (Figure 4c). The E region
density, on the other hand, appears to decrease monotonically with SZA increasing. It has a peak at 10 ×
104 cm−3 at the smallest possible values of SZA ∼50∘ , while occurrence peaks around 90∘ . This means that
echoes are most likely to be observed close to the terminator. There appears to be a similar peak when occurrence is plotted against F region electron density (Figure 4d). The Nm F2 value corresponding to occurrence
peak is between 1.0×105 and 2.5 ×105 cm−3 depending on the month. At both lower and higher F region densities, occurrence decreases. This indicates that there is a range of F region electron densities that favors the
observation of echoes. In both Figures 4c and 4d, points where the E region density is high (dark red points)
have relatively low occurrence. Based on Figure 4c, these generally have the lowest occurrence of all daytime
measurements. Overall, Figures 4c and 4d show that echo occurrence peaks near the terminator where Nm F2
is moderate and decreases for SZA increasing and decreasing from 90∘ .
The IMF variations have been previously shown to aﬀect HF radar observations of the auroral ionosphere
in both the F region [Ballatore et al., 2001] and E region [Makarevich et al., 2012]. The IMF variations are a
consequence of solar activity and are not related to the time of day or season, so they must be studied independently. IMF activity is also related to solar cycle, but the correlation is on a timescale of about a decade. In
the following analysis, we attempt to determine whether there is a direct relationship between IMF behavior
and echo occurrence on the scale of a few hours. We compare the MCM echo occurrence variations with the
simultaneous IMF observations using a method analogous to that employed by Makarevich et al. [2012] in
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Figure 5. The MCM echo occurrence versus UT color coded in the average (a) IMF By , (b) IMF Bz , and (c) PCS values.

their study of auroral E region irregularities (see also our section 2 for a brief description of IMF data analysis).
In addition, we evaluate a dependence on the PCS index using the same approach.
The average occurrence within the band was found at 1 h UT bins using the entire 4 year data set. The average
IMF components and PCS index values were also found. The data were binned using 1 h UT and 2% occurrence
bins and smoothed using a 3×3 window. Figure 5 presents contour plots of echo occurrence versus UT, with
color representing average (a) IMF By , (b) IMF Bz , and (c) PCS index. Figures 5a and 5b show almost no features
in the ﬁrst half of the day (0–12 UT; daytime observations). The second half of the day (12–24 UT; nighttime
observations) exhibits a deﬁnite color structure for both IMF components. The echo occurrence was generally
higher for more negative By and Bz . Moreover, in Figure 5a, the bins with IMF By below −2 nT (blue colors) are
located at progressively lower occurrence values. This feature is less evident for IMF Bz , which indicates that
IMF By component has a stronger association with the F region echo occurrence than IMF Bz . In Figure 5c, the
average PCS index is somewhat enhanced before 12 UT, a result consistent with previous statistical analysis of
the PCS index [e.g., Troshichev et al., 2007, Figure 4]. There is no clear relationship between the echo occurrence
and the PCS index except for the nighttime occurrence to be enhanced at large PCS values and the daytime
occurrence to be either high or low at large PCS values.

4. Discussion
In this study, a comprehensive data set collected by the SuperDARN McMurdo radar over 4 years has been
employed to investigate formation of small-scale irregularities in the polar F region, with a particular focus
on global factors. MCM routinely observes backscatter from ionospheric irregularities over extended time
periods and large spatial areas within the southern polar cap (“persistent backscatter”), which allowed us to
reliably quantify both backscatter location and occurrence characteristics, as well as investigate their control
by the solar wind and illumination. By considering both location and occurrence, we achieved a better understanding and diﬀerentiation between radio physical and plasma physical factors or, alternatively, between
irregularity detection and production. Below we further discuss three groups of issues aligned with three
objectives of this study.
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4.1. F Region Echo Band: A Comprehensive Model and Density Implications
Previous investigations of small-scale irregularity formation in the polar cap F region have primarily used
SuperDARN coherent radars in both northern and southern polar caps [Bristow et al., 2011; Ghezelbash et al.,
2014b; Koustov et al., 2014]. These observations revealed unusually high echo occurrence rates of F region
backscatter that can exceeded 80% [Bristow et al., 2011; Ghezelbash et al., 2014b]. These polar cap occurrence
rates signiﬁcantly exceed similarly derived occurrence rates at auroral latitudes where the highest reported
values were near 60% under much stronger solar activity conditions [e.g., Koustov et al., 2004].
One possible reason for this diﬀerence is more favorable propagation conditions in the polar cap with greater
chances to reach orthogonality with the magnetic ﬁeld, which is a necessary condition for Bragg scatter to be
received by coherent scatter radars. Whether any observed occurrence trend is due to changing propagation
or production is diﬃcult to resolve based on HF radar echo occurrence observations alone, as explained in
section 1. A reasonable, often used assumption is that propagation will be mostly responsible for changing
location of echo occurrence. Typically, the entire FoV (or its large portion) is considered in calculating occurrence rates and, assuming range variations stay within the FoV, occurrence variability will be mostly due to
changing production [e.g., Kane and Makarevich, 2010]. A considerable improvement over this approach is to
explicitly consider the trends in backscatter location as well [Kane et al., 2012; Ghezelbash et al., 2014b]. This
way, any variation in occurrence and location is most likely due to a production factor. The current study reﬁnes
this approach by including location information explicitly in the way occurrence estimates are obtained. Further, the information about variations in the typical ranges of backscatter is important by itself, particularly
since it directly reﬂects variations in the F region density. This provides a useful (albeit somewhat indirect)
way to monitor and analyze plasma production and transport processes in a region where few opportunities
for direct continuous measurements of plasma density currently exist.
The two important new outcomes of the current study related to this indirect density analysis were (1) development of an empirical model to describe location of F region backscatter and (2) analysis of characteristics
derived from the model. The F region backscatter was predominantly observed in the form of a band that
was well described by a simple model, equation (1). The F region echo band exhibited systematic diurnal and
seasonal variations, Figure 1, which were reﬂected in systematic changes of the ﬁtted band characteristics
A, B, C, and bandwidth (BW), Figure 2. These changes were quite consistent with those expected for plasma
density. For example, the echo band was moving to farther ranges during the night while density expected
from the IRI model was decreasing, Figures 1e–1h, while the peak height was increasing. Similarly, the
amplitude of range variations A and average position C of the echo band exhibited seasonal and solar cycle
variations consistent with those expected for densities, Figures 2a and 2c.
Another novel aspect of the current study was a comprehensive set of ray tracing simulations that was
conducted using IRI densities. In general, the diurnal and seasonal variations were very similar between simulations (red and grey lines in Figures 1e–1h) and observations (white lines). One important exception was
observed during the night near equinoxes. No orthogonality was predicted by model simulations, whereas a
signiﬁcant (albeit reduced) amount of backscatter was observed, Figures 1a and 1c. That is, an occurrence gap
(i.e., no backscatter) similar to what was observed in austral winter (Figure 1b) was expected but not observed.
This result is signiﬁcant as it implies a considerable additional source of density as compared with IRI outputs. This density would provide additional refraction and bring backscatter to orthogonality at the ranges
consistent with the occurrence model. This prompts an important question about the origin of this source.
An improved agreement between the observed and IRI modeled densities has been recently reported during
periods of solar production-dominated dynamics for both URSI and CCIR options [Themens et al., 2014].
The increased errors during periods of little solar-driven production were attributed to transport processes
[Themens et al., 2014]. Following the same idea, a reasonable assumption is that additional density implied
by our observations was transported from somewhere else. Several phenomena may be responsible for this
including polar patches [Weber et al., 1984], Sun-aligned arcs [Valladares et al., 1994], and storm-enhanced
densities [Foster, 1993]. The polar patches in particular are known to travel long distances across the polar
cap and even well into the nightside auroral zone [Moen et al., 2007; Oksavik et al., 2010]. Some support for
the polar patches as a feasible source for the plasma density also comes from the density measurements
presented below.
Direct density measurements at a comparable temporal resolution were not available near MCM during the
period under investigation, but more insights can be obtained from observations in the conjugate northern
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Figure 6. Conjugate measurements for two selected events on (a–d) 14 March 2010 and (e–h) 6 April 2010. Shown are the IMF By (blue) and Bz (red) components
(Figures 6a and 6e), MCM line-of-sight velocity versus UT and slant range in beam 14 (Figures 6b and 6f ), RKN velocity in beam 4 (Figures 6c and 6g), and RISR-N
electron density versus UT and altitude (Figures 6d and 6h). The color bar is the same for Figures 6b, 6f, 6c, and 6g and is given to the right of Figure 6f.

polar cap. Figure 6 shows an example of conjugate measurements during two selected events that fall within
the equinoctial period of Figure 1a. Shown are (Figure 6a) IMF By and Bz components, (Figure 6b) MCM
line-of-sight velocity in beam 14 versus UT and range, (Figure 6c) RKN velocity in nominally conjugate beam
4, and (Figure 6d) northern face of the Resolute Bay Incoherent Scatter Radar (RISR-N) measurements of electron density versus UT and altitude on 14 March 2010. Figures 6e–6h present the same information but for a
second event on 6 April 2010.
Figure 6b shows an echo band that ﬁts well with the average pattern of Figure 1a (note more limited ranges
for Figure 6). This is a clear example of persistent backscatter at MCM where echoes are present throughout
the entire day with only range changing in agreement with the model of equation (1). In contrast, Figure 6f
shows an example of “patchy backscatter” at MCM, particularly after 12 UT. The range variation is still roughly
consistent with the model.
The backscatter patches move away from MCM in Figure 6b. For example, the patch near 17 UT moved by
∼700 km in ∼ 20 min, which translates into ∼600 m/s velocity. This is consistent with the Doppler velocity
measured by MCM within the patch (dark blue colors). Similar consistency between the patch drift and plasma
convection velocities was observed by Bristow et al. [2011] using MCM observations and, more recently, by
Makarevich et al. [2015] using direct observations of 2-D convection velocity and density enhancements
by RISR-N in the northern polar cap. This implies that polar patches tend to move with the background
convection, at least deep within the polar cap.
In Figure 6c, the RKN backscatter pattern looks similar if one accounts for a ∼ 12 h shift in UT between daytime
and nighttime observations. Thus, nighttime echoes are observed by RKN near 08 UT during the ﬁrst event
(it is daytime at MCM), and they are more persistent. The daytime echoes are seen by RKN at closer ranges
near 18 UT, and they are also persistent similar to MCM daytime echoes near 08 UT. During the second event,
very few nighttime echoes are observed by RKN and those that are seen (near 02 UT) are quite patchy.
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The key information about density is provided by RISR-N observations, Figures 6d and 6h. A diurnal variation
is evident on both days, with a broad nighttime minimum centered near 06–08 UT and a maximum centered
at 18–20 UT. Signiﬁcant perturbations on a background of this diurnal variation are also evident, e.g., relatively
large densities near 06 UT at 300 km in Figure 6d. These perturbations agree quite well with RKN observations
in that when densities are enhanced so is backscatter. For example, lower densities are seen near 09 UT, and
this corresponds to a gap in echoes at 1600 km. Nighttime perturbations are weaker during the second event
and this is a probable cause for absence of echoes during the night. Nighttime perturbations are also quite
patchy in appearance for both events. The magnitude of perturbations is also comparable with background
daytime densities observed at later UT. The RISR-N observations are thus consistent with polar patches being
additional source of nighttime densities.
The IMF information presented in Figures 6a and 6b also provides a clue into what conditions are associated
with patchy backscatter. When IMF is relatively stable on a timescale of ∼20 min, as is the case in the ﬁrst
event, backscatter is persistent. When IMF exhibits strong perturbations in By with a period of ∼10 min, as
near 16 UT in the second event, nighttime backscatter is patchy. Daytime backscatter seen by RKN during
the same interval does not seem to be aﬀected, i.e., it is still persistent. Again, this is supportive of the polar
patch scenario. In this scenario, polar patches contribute to the nighttime densities, and the presented MCM
observations in context of ray tracing simulations suggest that they do so on a regular basis.
4.2. F Region Irregularities: Suppression and Enhancement by Sunlight
The two ideas about the role of solar illumination refer to (1) backscatter suppression through smoothing
of density gradients that are needed for GDI [Ruohoniemi and Greenwald, 1997; Koustov et al., 2004] and (2)
backscatter enhancement by more favorable propagation conditions [Bristow et al., 2011; Koustov et al., 2014].
In this section it is argued that these two ideas are not necessarily mutually exclusive and that both processes
probably occur even in the same latitudinal domain.
Figure 7 summarized observations and model results related to this issue for year 2010. It presents (Figure 7a)
MCM backscatter occurrence, (Figure 7b) MCM backscatter ﬁtted range R(t), (Figure 7c) model Nm F2 , and
(Figure 7d) SZA. Figures 7a and 7b are the same as Figures 3d and 3h except that here 10 day (rather than
monthly) occurrence averages are used and 5 × 5 window smoothing applied for occurrence. Figures 7c and
7d are remarkably similar in their contour patterns; one panel is an inversion of the other one, as expected for
model Nm F2 that is mostly SZA controlled. Figure 7b (range) is also very similar to both, although here minima
(darkest blue) are somewhat shifted in season from SZA minima/Nm F2 maxima. This is not surprising since
range variation represents changing propagation conditions and is mostly due to ionization locally produced
by the Sun.
The MCM occurrence shown in Figure 7a is also similar to other three panels for nighttime observations (deep
occurrence minimum represented by blue colors in Figure 7a). However, there are both similarities and differences in daytime observations. Backscatter is enhanced in the dusk and dawn sectors (yellow and orange
contours between 00 and 12 UT in Figure 7a). This is when density is also enhanced as compared to nighttime
in Figure 7c due to some illumination at SZAs of 70∘ –90∘ in Figure 7d. However, backscatter suppression by
sunlight is also evident as a secondary occurrence minimum at 02 UT in austral summer that coincides with
the main Nm F2 maximum/SZA minimum. Thus, both eﬀects/processes contribute to occurrence patterns.
A diﬀerent view of occurrence dependencies on Nm F2 , SZA, and Nm E was oﬀered in Figure 4 in a more explicit
form. The range and occurrence dependencies were found to be quite diﬀerent, which, as discussed above,
indicates that propagation eﬀects are not dominant in occurrence variations. This is in contrast with the previous study by Kane et al. [2012] that conducted separate analyses for nighttime and daytime observations. The
current approach resulted in a single and well-deﬁned pattern that has a clear occurrence peak near a SZA of
90∘ , i.e., near the solar terminator. This is also in contrast with previous studies where a qualitative agreement
was observed between contours of constant occurrence and SZA [Kane et al., 2012; Ghezelbash et al., 2014b].
Occurrence decreases on both sides of SZA of 90∘ but most likely for diﬀerent reasons.
A decrease at smaller SZA is consistent with the idea of sunlight smoothing out gradients necessary for GDI to
operate. An increase in Nm E resulting in the perturbation electric ﬁelds being shorted out by the conducting
E layer may have also contributed. A decrease at larger SZA, on the other hand, is associated with a decreasing
Nm F2 , increasing range, and stronger underrefraction eﬀects. Importantly, however, not all of this decrease
is due to stronger underrefraction. This is because range was increasing, but still well within the radar’s FoV,
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Figure 7. Contour plots of the (a) average occurrence within the band, (b) ﬁtted band range, (c) model peak F region
electron density (Nm F2 ) and (d) solar zenith angle (SZA) versus UT and month in 2010. Color bars are given to the right.
The white rectangle at the bottom of each panel is due to no data available in January 2010.

Figure 4a. That is, at the ranges where echoes were expected based on range trends, echoes were present
but reduced in occurrence, Figures 1a and 1c. Thus, an alternative explanation must be sought for an occurrence decrease at large SZA. This could be due the scattering cross section being eﬀectively proportional to
the square of background density, a plasma physical eﬀect described by Makarevich and Bristow [2014]. In
addition, the role of gradients near the solar terminator will also diminish.
A clear occurrence peak near the solar terminator is a strong indication of the importance of large-scale gradients in the production of small-scale irregularities. A traditional way of thinking about this disparity between
scales is in terms of the turbulent cascade from large-scale structures to smaller irregularities [Tsunoda, 1988].
In this process, large-scale structures can become unstable due to GDI and other structuring mechanisms
and act as seeds for smaller-scale structures. The current observations thus indicate that large-scale density
gradients associated with the solar terminator can be a signiﬁcant source of seeding structures.
4.3. Irregularity Production in the IMF-Controlled Convection Environment
The current study has also presented the ﬁrst investigation of indirect solar eﬀects due to IMF variations
on irregularity production in the polar cap. It is well established that IMF variations directly control many
high-latitude phenomena, including auroral electrojets [e.g., McPherron et al., 1988], plasma convection patterns [Heelis, 1984; Ruohoniemi and Greenwald, 1996; Ridley et al., 1998; Pettigrew et al., 2010], and occurrence of
optical auroras [Østgaard et al., 2004]. In contrast, only two studies have investigated IMF control of small-scale
irregularity production, and these focused on observations in the auroral F region [Ballatore et al., 2001] and
auroral E region [Makarevich et al., 2012].
This study found no clear evidence on such a control in the dayside polar cap, Figure 5. On the nightside
(12–24 UT), however, a clear pattern emerged where echo occurrence was enhanced for negative IMF By and
Bz , Figure 5. Interestingly, however, the IMF Bz pattern was somewhat diﬀerent from that of IMF By , Figure 5,
and in fact much less clearly deﬁned. Nevertheless, occurrence was generally higher for more negative IMF Bz ,
Figure 5b. This result is consistent with the study by Ballatore et al. [2001] that also found higher occurrence
for negative IMF Bz in the auroral zone. The new and unexpected result of the current study was that IMF By
eﬀects were more clearly deﬁned in the occurrence of backscatter from the polar cap. Another new result of
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the current study was that the occurrence dependence on IMF was changing in a systematic way with UT on
the nightside, Figure 5.
The echo occurrence dependence on IMF, in general, can be interpreted in the context of the IMF-controlled
convection environment. High-latitude convection patterns are directly controlled by solar wind variations.
Statistical convection patterns are derived from satellites and radars and are routinely parameterized by IMF
By and Bz [Haaland et al., 2007; Pettigrew et al., 2010]. One mechanism through which IMF-controlled variations in convection may be responsible for changes in occurrence of plasma irregularities involves changing
orientations between plasma density gradients G and convection velocity VE vectors. GDI can more easily
excite waves when a component G ⋅ VE is more positive, with G ∥ VE being the most favorable orientation
[Keskinen and Ossakow, 1982; Makarevich, 2014]. IMF-controlled changes in VE can thus potentially lead to
changes in G ⋅ VE , which, in turn, will change GDI growth rate and occurrence of GDI-produced irregularities. This is a feasible basic scenario, although some questions still remain as to the extent of its contribution
to the trends observed and reported here. For example, gradient scales must be relatively small for GDI to
contribute to decameter-scale irregularity generation, with one widely accepted possibility of large-scale gradient structures serving as seeds for small-scale structuring processes [Tsunoda, 1988]. In this context, the
presented results suggest that timescales at which convection changes are shorter than those associated with
breakup of large-scale structures and changes in prevalent gradient orientations at both large and small spatial scales. This is consistent with the idea of very fast propagation of convection disturbances [Ridley et al.,
1998; Ruohoniemi et al., 2002; Fiori et al., 2012; Taguchi et al., 2015].
One other mechanism through which IMF can exert inﬂuence over echo occurrence rates is through its indirect control of geomagnetic substorms. It is well known that enhanced particle precipitation and convection
electric ﬁelds during substorms can be a signiﬁcant source for plasma structures in the auroral region [e.g.,
Tsunoda, 1988]. At decameter scales, however, propagation conditions appear to be a major limiting factor,
with broad reductions in the echo occurrence rates observed in the nightside auroral zone [Wild and Grocott,
2008]. On the other hand, this is not the case in the polar cap, where no noticeable change in the echo
occurrence is observed [Wild and Grocott, 2008, Figures 1 and 2]. The absence of noticeable occurrence dependence on geomagnetic activity represented by PCS, Figure 5c, is possibly related with that. Thus, IMF eﬀects
are most likely to be observed in the echo occurrence through its control of the convection environment as
described above.

5. Summary and Conclusions
Statistical analysis of backscatter from small-scale plasma irregularities observed by the SuperDARN McMurdo
radar in the southern polar cap indicates that solar control of small-scale irregularity production in the polar
cap is strong, multifaceted, and not restricted to the dayside. It exists in the form of (1) direct eﬀects of local
solar ionization that produce density gradients near the solar terminator and wipe out gradients on the dayside, (2) dayside ionization transported to the nightside as polar patches that routinely improve propagation
conditions, and (3) solar wind variations that are responsible for changes in plasma convection and density
gradient environment. Other new ﬁndings are as follows.
1. Backscatter location can be described reasonably well by using a simple model involving a cosine ﬁt to
diurnal variation in echo band position. The derived ﬁt characteristics of the echo band display a clear pattern of diurnal, seasonal, and solar cycle changes that is very similar to those of the solar zenith angle and
model peak F region density. The band range position is, therefore, strongly controlled by the local solar
illumination conditions in the polar cap. On the nightside, however, a comparison between observations
and model ray tracing simulations reveals a presence of signiﬁcant additional source of ionization. Conjugate observations of backscatter and density indicate that polar patches transported from the dayside are
a viable source for this ionization.
2. Backscatter occurrence statistics exhibits evidence of both suppression and enhancement by sunlight, with
a clear occurrence peak observed near the solar terminator. Suppression occurs at the largest SZA values
observed and is consistent with a diminishing role of gradients in irregularity production and an increasing
role of the conducting E layer. Enhancement by sunlight is mostly associated with more favorable propagation conditions at intermediate SZA values and large-scale gradients near the solar terminator possibly
serving as seeds for further structuring processes.
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3. Indirect control by the solar wind variations is limited to the nightside, with enhanced backscatter occurrence observed during intervals of negative IMF By and Bz . The IMF control of small-scale irregularity
production can occur through IMF-controlled variations in the high-latitude convection pattern that, in
turn, leads to changes in the mutual orientations between convection and prevalent gradient vectors, with
plasma structuring favoring certain orientations.
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